We consider the impact of the surface roughness and phonon induced relaxation on transport and spin characteristics in ultra-thin SOI MOSFET devices. We show that the regions in the momentum space, which are responsible for strong spin relaxation, can be efficiently removed by applying uniaxial strain. The spin lifetime in strained films can be improved by orders of magnitude, while the momentum relaxation time determining the electron mobility can only be increased by a factor of two.
Introduction
Future microelectronic devices should exhibit substantially reduced power consumption per operation. In addition, novel devices have to be smaller and faster. Spintronics considers novel devices which use the spin of electrons instead of the charge to perform an operation. A number of devices utilizing spin have already been proposed [1, 2] . Silicon is an ideal material for spintronic devices, because it is composed of nuclei with predominantly zero spin and is characterized by small spin-orbit coupling. Both factors tend to reduce spin relaxation. Understanding the details of the spin propagation in modern ultra-scaled silicon MOSFETs is urgently needed [3] . We present an approach to analyze surface roughness and phonon induced spin and momentum relaxation in thin silicon films. We investigate the dependences on temperature and uniaxial strain for different film thicknesses.
Model
We consider (001) oriented silicon films of thickness t. In order to find the scattering and spin relaxation matrix elements the subband wave functions and subband energies have to be known. A perturbative k·p approach [4] [5] [6] is suitable to describe the electron subband structure in the presence of strain and spin-orbit interaction. We consider only the two relevant valleys along the [001] axis. The Hamiltonian is written in the vicinity of the X-point along the k z -axis in the Brillouin zone [7] . In order to find the subband wave functions and subband energies the Hamiltonian [7] is transformed to eliminate the coupling between the spins with opposite direction in different valleys: (1) is the confinement potential , m t and m l are the transversal and the longitudinal silicon effective masses, = 0.15 2 is the position of the valley minimum relative to the X-point in unstrained silicon, denotes the shear strain component, , =1.27meVnm [4] , and D = 14eV is the shear strain deformation potential. The same approach as for the two-band k•p Hamiltonian written in the vicinity of the X-point of the Brillouin zone for silicon films under uniaxial strain [6] is applicable to find the eigenfunctions and eigenenergies.
Spin and momentum relaxation rates are then calculated by thermal averaging in the following way [4, 8] :
is the electron energy, is the in-plane wave vector, is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, and is the Fermi level. The intra-and intersubband surface roughness scattering matrix elements are taken proportional to the square of the product of the subband function derivatives at the interface [8] . The surface roughness at the two interfaces is assumed to be independent and described by a mean value and a correlation length. The surface roughness induced momentum (spin) relaxation rate is calculated in the following way: (5) is the dielectric permittivity, is the autocorrelation length, is the mean square value of the surface roughness fluctuations, and are the wave vectors, and is the spin projection to the [001] axis.
The electron-phonon scattering induced momentum relaxation rates are evaluated in a standard way [8] . The intravalley spin relaxation due to transverse acoustic phonons is computed as:
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=14eV is the shear strain deformation potential The intravalley spin relaxation rate due to the longitudinal acoustic phonons is calculated as:
=8700 is the speed of the longitudinal phonons. The intervalley spin relaxation rate due to acoustic phonons contains the Elliot and Yafet contributions [3] , which are calculated in the following way:
The matrix is written as:
is the position of the valley minimum relative to the X-point in unstrained silicon. Figure 1 shows the dependence of the momentum relaxation time on temperature. The contributions from the surface roughness (SR) and phonons to the total momentum relaxation time are shown. The phonon contribution to the total relaxation time depends strongly on temperature. Thus, for the film thicknesses 2.1nm and 1.36nm, the surface roughness is the dominant mechanism of the momentum relaxation at low temperatures. For a temperature around 150K for the film of 2.1nm thickness the surface roughness induced and phonon induced momentum relaxation mechanisms yield similar contributions to the total relaxation time. At room temperature the total momentum relaxation time is mainly determined by phonon scattering. However, Figure 1 shows that for the thinner film the dominant relaxation mechanism is the surface roughness in the whole range of investigated temperatures. Thus, the dominant relaxation mechanism strongly depends on the film thickness. Indeed, the phonon limited momentum relaxation is characterized by a weaker thickness dependence and does not increase as significantly as the surface roughness induced relaxation, when the thickness is decreased from 2.1nm to 1.36nm. The surface roughness limited momentum relaxation increases by more than an order of magnitude because of the expected dependence [8, 9] . Thus, for the thickness 1.36nm the surface roughness induced spin relaxation is the dominant mechanism for the whole range of considered temperatures. Figure 2 shows the dependence of the different mechanisms of the momentum relaxation together with the total momentum relaxation time on shear strain. The improvement of the momentum relaxation time due to the shear strain is around 60% for the film thickness of 2.1nm and around 110% for the film thickness 1.36nm. The phonons limited momentum relaxation time improves by around 45% for 2.1nm and 90% for 1.36nm. The surface roughness limited momentum relaxation time increases by 120% for 2.1nm and for 1.36nm. Because the surface roughness mechanism is the dominant for the film thickness 1.36nm, the increase of the total momentum relaxation time is higher for 1.36nm than for 2.1nm film thickness. We point out that the increase of the momentum relaxation time is due to the corresponding scattering matrix elements dependences on strain. Combined with the strain induced effective mass decrease it should result in an even better mobility improvement supporting the use of uniaxial tensile strain as the mobility booster in fully depleted ultra-thin SOI MOSFETs.
Results and Discussion
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Functional Nanomaterials and Devices VII Figure 3 shows the energy splitting within the lowest unprimed subband (the "valley splitting") induced by the confinement and the bulk dispersion non-parabolicity. The surface roughness spin relaxation matrix elements normalized to the scattering matrix elements at zero strain as a function of shear strain are also shown. To evaluate the electron spin relaxation we take the matrix elements on the wave functions with the opposite spin projections corresponding to the spin flip events. Normalized spin relaxation matrix elements display sharp peaks at the same values of strain, where the intersubband splitting is reduced. These minima are determined by the condition . At these points the splitting between the subbands is determined only by the spin-orbit term. Under this condition the spin-orbit interaction leads to a large mixing between the spin-up and spin-down states from the opposite valleys, resulting in the "hot spots" formation characterized by strong spin relaxation. Figure 4 displays the normalized spin relaxation matrix elements for an unstrained film. The "hot spots" are along the [100] and [010] directions. Shear strain pushes the "hot spots" to higher energies ( Figure 5 ) outside of the states occupied by carriers. This leads to a reduction of the spin relaxation.
A strong increase of the spin lifetime with shear strain at room temperature is demonstrated in Figure 6 . The surface roughness and phonon contributions to the total spin lifetime are shown. For the film of 2.1nm thickness the surface roughness induced spin relaxation is of the same order as the phonon contribution. However, for the film of 1.36nm thickness the phonon contribution is about an order of magnitude weaker compared to the surface roughness induced spin relaxation. Importantly, the spin relaxation caused by both phonons and surface roughness increases by orders of magnitude with shear strain of 1.5% applied. Thus, uniaxial stress is an efficient tool to boost the spin lifetime in ultra-thin SOI MOSFETs.
Conclusion
By utilizing the k p approach which included the spin-orbit interaction effects we found the subband wave functions and subband energies in (001) thin silicon films. We have shown that the momentum relaxation time can be improved by almost a factor of two for ultra-thin films. We have demonstrated a strong, several orders of magnitude, increase of spin lifetime in strained silicon films. Thus shear strain used to boost mobility can also be used to increase spin lifetime.
